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believe her eyes and ears. There she 
was at a  performance 

by the fabled experimental Polish troupe 
—and suddenly, unexpectedly, 

all her preconceptions about storytelling in 
the theatre were evaporating into thin air. 
Plot? Character? Text? No, she realized, 
sometimes all you need to tell a story are the 
barest of essentials: the actors’ bodies and 
voices. Movement and song. 

For Rogers—co-founder (with her direc-
tor husband Rob Melrose) of San Francisco’s 

—this was an epiphany 
that wasn’t going to waste. From the moment 
of her first encounter with ZAR, she knew 
she wanted to create an original theatre 
piece utilizing the Grotowski-derived pro-
cess that seemed to imbue ZAR’s work with 
such elemental power. But, Rogers knew, 
ZAR worked for years to perfect each of its 
performances. “How in the heck are we even 
going to simulate this kind of developmental 
process in the amount of time we have to 
prepare productions?” she asked herself. 

Nearly five years later, Rogers has an 
answer: Just do it, one step at a time. Resident 
playwright Eugenie Chan created a nonlinear 
text based on improvisations inspired by an 

ancient Estonian fairy tale—about a mysteri-
ous, haunted forest known as Tontlawald—that 
Rogers’s son had encountered in elementary 
school. Co-director Annie Paladino and 
choreographer Laura Arrington came on 
board to work with an ensemble of actors. The 
music (which Rogers felt should be American, 
in the same way that ZAR’s music is Eastern 
European) was cobbled together from sources 
that included Rogers’s own jazz-pro grand-
parents. When ZAR returned to the U.S. on 
tour last May, four of its members (including 
artistic director Jaros!aw Fret) joined Rogers 
and her eight-member Tontlawald cast for a 
revelatory workshop. 

Now Tontlawald is ready for its debut 
production, Feb. 17–March 11. The story—of 
a traumatized girl who discovers what Rogers 
called a “Freudian representation of herself” 
when she’s swallowed up by the magical for-
est (the tale is available on www.cuttingball.
com)—may be twisty and complicated, but 
its method is elemental: bodies and voices, 
movement and song. —Jim O’Quinn

munity college with delusions of grandeur 
begins delivering lectures a tad too arcane for 
the tastes of his supervisors, he gets fired. So 
starts Len Jenkin’s latest play Time in Kafka, 
which bows at Dallas’s  
Feb. 15–March 17. Jenkin describes the play as a 
“part fairy tale, part time-travel love story.” 

Broke and with a baby on the way, Pro-
fessor Spellman dreams he’s visited by Franz 
Kafka. Kafka tells Spellman about a novel he 
wrote in 1913 while visiting a spa in northern 
Italy. “Kafka actually did go to this spa,” Jenkin 
says. “So did Thomas Mann and Rudolf Steiner. 
Kafka was a bit of a hypochondriac,” he adds. 
Kafka tells Spellman that he left the novel at the 
spa and never returned. The next day, Spellman 
boards a plane bound for Italy in search of the 
Hartungen Clinic near Lake Garda. There he 

meets a cast of characters that includes a Russian countess, a doctor, an old general, various 
hustlers and a harlot—and slowly realizes he has traveled back in time. Meanwhile, Spellman’s 
pregnant wife has reported her husband missing and is having Italian authorities dredge Lake 
Garda. Spellman uses his cell phone one last time to let his wife know how to find him, and 
she sets out on a time-traveling hunt. 

“There are strange tales that get told and a series of philosophical conversations,” says 
Jenkin, who cites Kafka’s diaries and Kafka criticism by Guy Davenport as informative. Black-
and-white projections by longtime-collaborator John Arnone will pepper the stage. When 
asked if the play is Kafkaesque, Jenkin responds, “I suppose it’d have to be!” —Eliza Bent


